
Indian Institute of Science Education and Research (IISER) Kolkata 

Mohanpur - 741 246 

RTI REQUEST No. ISERK/R/2017/70010 

Text of Application  

(            ) 

The fee structure of different educational institutes under the ministry 

of HRD are not uniform. There is a huge difference between the fee 

structures of various central universities (e.g. JNU and Hyderabad 

Central University) as compared to that of IITs and IIMs.  

1. Why there is a difference in tution fees and semester fees for IITs 

and other central universities  

2. What is the criteria for deciding the fee structure for a institute. 

How is it decided and who are responsible for this. Does the criteria 

allow to have different fee structure for different courses within the 

same institute.  

3. Are the fees equally subsidized for all the educational institute and 

what is its criteria. If so why discrepancy in fee structure.  

4. How are the hostel charges calculated and who are responsible for 

it.  

5. Some institute collect fees under the name Development. Are they 

allowed. If so how can a govt. institute collect fees for infrastructure. 

Reply of Application  

(             ) 

1. IISER Kolkata has no information.  

2. The Fee structure for all programmes of IISER Kolkata was 

approved in the meeting of 23rd BoG held on 09.10.2013.  

3. IISER Kolkata has no information.  

4. All components of the Fee structure for all programmes of IISER 

Kolkata was approved in the meeting of 23rd BoG held on 

09.10.2013.  

5. No fees are collected under the name development fund at IISER 

Kolkata. 

Sr No. 

(     ) 
Action Taken 

(           ग ) 

Date of 

Action 

(           
     ) 

Action Taken 

By 

(             ) 
Remarks (      ) 

1 RTI REQUEST 

RECEIVED 

31/10/2016 PIO Forwarded by CPIO, D/O HE, MHRD 

vide letter no. 16-7/2016(RTI-318)-TS-V 

dtd. 31.10.2016 and received by the 

Public Authority on 31.10.2016. 

2 REQUEST DISPOSED 

OF 

29/11/2016 PIO Vide letter no. IISER-K/RTI/2016-

17/1598, dated  29.11.2016. 


